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NEW WAR PROGRAM OFFERS
TWO YEAR COLLEGE COURSE
MURRAY NAMED CHAIRMAN Goes Into Effect With
Next Freshman Class
OF "SUB TURRI BANQUET
SET FOR FEB. 15 French Group
Hears Talk On
NAMES COMMITTEE OF
DeGaulle
EIGHT SENIORS TO ASSIST Gen.
IN VARIOUS PREPARATIONS
The 1943 Sub Turri will hold its
annual banquet for the members of
the Senior class and their fathers
on or about the 15th of next February. This announcement was made
today by Thomas O'C. Murray of
West Roxbury, Chairman of the

BANQUET CHAIRMAN

THOMAS O'C. MURRAY
Sub Turri banquet who also named
the committee who will assist in
the arrangements for this annual
affair.
The committee named is composed of Frederick J. Naumetz of
Newburyport, William M. McGrath
of Brookline, John I. Logue of West
Roxbury, Samuel T. Chiuchiolo of
Boston, Vincent J. Robinson of
Somerville, John F. Rafferty of
Brighton, John W. O'Donoghue of
Arlington and Stephen J. D'Arcy
of Dorchester. The duties of these
men will consist in aiding the chairman to make the banquet the success it has always been.
The purpose of the banquet is
to gather all the Seniors together
for their last official college gathering, to have their fathers meet
their friends, and most important,
it is the time for the year book to
be distributed. A definite date has
not been set because the editors of
the book must wait for the final
word from the publisher as to the
date when the book will be completed. The 15th of February has
been promised as the nearest approximate date, allowing for any
delays beyond his control.
At this time it has not been decided whether the banquet will be
held at the college in accordance
with the usual custom, and since
this war time emergency has taken
its toll in lack of transportation,
it has been proposed that it be held
(Continued on Page 4)

The last meeting of the French
Academy found Professor Andre
deßeauvivier giving an address on
General Charles DeGaulle, the
leader of the Free French forces.
After his address there was an informal open forum in which the
present difficulties of the French
Speaking peoples were discussed.
Next Monday's meeting will be
highlighted by a unique program,
a French "Information Please."
The questions will be asked by the
members of the academy and will
be answered in French by a board
which includes President Paul
Burns, Ernest E. Santosuosso the
secretary of the academy, John
Devlin, James Markham and Theo.
J. Bernhardt.
Another event being planned by
members of the academy is a
dance. This will be an attempt to
bring back the fine social events
of the academy in past years.
Membership in the academy is open
to all students in the French
courses at the college.

Fulton Engages
In Debates On
World Union

EXTRA-CURRICULAR
ACTIVITIES MOULD
THE COMPLETE MAN
By Edward P. Grigalus

Probably the greatest asset a
college graduate has is that of potential ability. This ability is derived from 1) high scholarship, 2)
good personality, 3) leadership.
With these qualifications, a man is
able to surmount most obstacles
and boldly stroll down the winding road to success.

Ex - B.C. Student Stress Laid On
Awarded Navy Subjects Vital
Wings Of Gold To War Effort

James B. Cuff, son of Mary L.
Cuff of 260 Parker Hill Ave., Roxbury, won his Navy "Wings of
Gold" and was commissioned an
Ensign in the Naval Reserve this
week following completion of the
prescribed flight training course at
the U. S. Naval Air Training Center, Pensacola, Fla.
Prior to entering the Naval service, Ensign Cuff studied at Boston

Scholarship First Requirement
High scholarship, a necessary
factor in education, is rated as the
foremost characteristic for advancement. It shows that the man
has the power to think and to execute his duties with ingenuity and
proficiency. It also shows that he
can express his thoughts with a
simple and clarified expression.
This is acquired by a high scholastic record wT hich tends to gain the
admiration and interest of any person concerned.

FLYING EAGLE

Personality Necessary
A pleasing personality is as
necessary to a man as a mother is
to a child. He must be able "reddere auditores benevolos, attentos
et dociles."
Naturally, a well
groomed appearance, a friendly attitude and an inspiring manner will
do much to the advantage of the
individual. By such a personality,
one can win over many opponents
and gain many faithful friends,
which today are necessary in a
dismal world full of havoc, suffering and brutality.
"Leadership is that quality, inherent or acquired, in a person
which enables him to achieve accomplishment from his subordinates by virtue of their willingness
rather than by force."

The Fulton Debaters are to complete the pre-Christmas section of
their schedule this week-end. On
Wednesday last, before the L. C.
B. A. of St. Brendan's Parish, Dorchester, a group of the debaters
discussed the advisability of drafting men and women to meet the
man-power shortage. Paul Burns
and Paul Moriarty argued against
Leadership Important
the measure, while John Battles
and Joseph Lyons pleaded that the
All organization is based on leadneed for war workers demanded ership. Men of thought and acuse of conscription.
tion are necessary to plan for
and to accomplish competitive poCross Debate Friday
sitions by their new and dynamic
qualities of leadership. Today, the
The Holy Cross campus will be
armed forces and industry are
the scene of the first of the two
looking towards the college gradannual debates between the Fulton and the Holy Cross team on uate for men who possess or are
quality. This
Friday evening. The bone of con- developing this vital
is much more necescharacteristic
tention is the matter of assuring
sary in any fighting force than inpeace by the formation of a world
dustry because men are placed in a
federal union of nations. Joseph
position of life and death.
Timpany, President of the Fulton
Debating Society, and John Grady
How To Become a Leader
are firm in their opposition to the
proposal.
How can a student procure the
Robert Halligan and Joseph Mc- qualities of leadership ? ParticiSweeney are to debate tonight in pation in student activities, as an
Philadelphia against St. Joseph's intelligent and active member, is
College. The Boston College team the only means. In debating sofavors a federal union among the cieties, he will learn to speak with
United Nations. The same de- eloquence and to possess poise and
baters will discuss conscription of self control in the stress of hostile
women at Fordham on Saturday contention. He will act like a gennight and again at Mt. St. Vin- tleman full of tact and simplicity.
cent's in New York on Sunday In campus publications, as editor
night.
(Continued on Page 4)

ENSIGN JAMES B. CUFF
College for two years, and played
varsity baseball there.
The middle of April, he began
preliminary training at the U. S.
Naval Reserve Aviation Base in
Squantum, and successfully completed the course the last of May,
before going to Pensacola for basic
and advanced training.
Having been designated a Naval
Aviator, Ensign Cuff will go on active duty at one of the Navy's air
operational training centers before
being assigned to a combat zone.

AMERICAN CHEMICAL
SOCIETY APPROVES
OF COLLEGE COURSE
It was announced this week that
the B. S. in Chemistry course at
Boston College has been recognized
and accepted as a professional
chemist's course by the American
Chemical Society. This means that
B. C. graduates attaining this degree, after two years experience
will be accepted into the Society
as members.
Selected After Investigation
The selection of B. C. as a contributor to the Society's ranks was
based on information obtained from
questionnaires sent to the Chemis(Continued on Page 4)

In a statement from Reverend
Father Stephen A. Mulcahy, S.J.,
it was revealed that Boston College
plans to conduct a "War Program"
which entails a complete college
course in two years. The statement
read as follows:
"The national emergency has
necessarily curtailed the ordinary
processes of education. Boston College, thoroughly conscious of the
need of young men and trained men
to carry on this war and anxious
to cooperate with the national government in every respect, inaugurates in February a two-year program. With this program she feels
that she can train young men previous to induction age to qualify for
officer training and to meet the
vital needs of the country.
"While stressing the scientific in
the two year plan, the College has
retained the bare minimum of the
cultural, so necessary for the evolution of the leader. This program
also recognizes the need of priests
and doctors to carry on more efficiently the war effort in caring for
the moral and physical health of
the armed forces. Hence, it has retained for those permitted by the
nation to pursue these vocations,
the studies vital to such professions.
"In a course where a choice of
a field of concentration or an elective is allowed this choice will be
restricted to subjects which intimately touch on the war effort.
"It is to be noted that this program adequately prepares one to
pursue his higher studies either
immediately, if he is so permitted,
or after the completion of service
in the armed forces. The purpose
of this plan, therefore, is to ensure
the completion of two years of college before the student is liable for
military service."
The Freshman class which will
enter in February will be obliged
to take entrance examinations at
the College on Saturday, January
16, 1943. Requisites for acceptance
are success in the examinations and
the approval of the secondary
school principal. Application blanks
may be obtained by writing to: The
Registrar, Boston College, Chestnut
Hill, Mass., or by calling in person.
These applications must be submitted by January 9, 1943.

HOCKEY GAME

BOSTON COLLEGE

vs.

NORTHEASTERN
MONDAY NIGHT
DECEMBER 14, 1942
BOSTON ARENA
Tickets at A. A. Office
Student Tickets 30c
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FOR ALL AMERICANS

We are aware of the terrible tragedy which cost hundreds
of lives two weeks ago in a downtown Boston night club.
This catastrophe, whatever may be the cause, was the most
tragic and serious in the long history of our city, claiming
scores of innocent victims, many of which were the result
of the panic which followed the cry of "Fire!"
As most of us know, in such death-dealing holocausts,
there is a great demand for blood plasma or actual transfusion of live blood to the injured victims. In those cases where
a person is severely burned, the loss of blood is great, because,
even though it does not flow freely from the body, a large
amount is lost through evaporation. It is for this reason that
the blood plasma is of so much value, since in this form it
does not need to be typed for the person receiving it. The
American Red Cross, through its world famous Blood Bank,
has enough of this blood plasma on hand to take care of the
injured in any catastrophe which might happen in the city.
Nevertheless, when such an accident happens, such as that
which struck Boston two weeks ago, one can readily imagine
the terrific demand upon the Red Cross for this plasma to
save the injured victims.
The large stock of blood plasma always kept in reserve
for such emergencies was greatly depleted by the hurried
demands of the hospitals throughout the city that fateful
night. It is not inconceivable to imagine the disaster which
would happen if, within a few days of the first fire, some
other accident should occur in the city of the same proportion. One can readily see the hopeless plight of the doctors,
nurses and other workers if there was none of the blood
plasma available immediately, the number of persons who
would suffer and even die for the lack of the precious, life
saving blood.
As one might readily guess, this is an appeal to those
who are interested in doing their share for the safety and well
being of the city. We would like to make next week Boston
College week at the American Red Cross blood donor center,
whose headquarters are at the corner of Exeter and Boylston
streets in downtown Boston. It will not be any insurmountable task for the real B.C. man to go down one afternoon
after classes and donate a pint of his blood to the cause of
saving the lives of others. The entire task will only take about
one-half an hour, after which the donor could then go to his
home for the necessary rest which is sometimes needed after
this operation.
This blood will not only be used to save the lives of
those injured at home, but when needed, it will be used in
all military hospitals. This is not a sacrifice, it is a gift which
would be made by any real American in time of emergency.
T.O'C.M.

BOB GALLIGAN

When the current crop of Seniors took over the HEIGHTS last
March, "In One Ear" promised that
there would be no columns ever
written from this particular corner on the subject of the lunchrooms. From the time when Jim
Keane spoke of Sully's savory Java
to the days of Dick "Sub Rosa"
Buckley and John "My Line" Larner, year in and year out, the students of Boston College and the
many readers of the HEIGHTS
have been subjected to many an
opus of great weight and sobriety,
if not to say of bitter censure on
the topic of the lunchroom.
We shall not therefore write on
the subject of the lunchroom. We
shall write on the students' reaction to the common rooms, and incidentally, the subject of the lunchroom may creep in occasionally in
relation to the common room.
Enough time has now elapsed
for the student reaction to bs
gauged. It seems that the fellows
really appreciate the fact that the
common rooms have been made
comfortable and presentable, but
still they feel that more improvements can still be added to lend
more cleanliness and order to the
rooms. Not all the improvements
are felt to be required on the part
of the school, and many have expressed the opinion that the students themselves must make some
necessary changes. For example
a number of them have remarked
that the rooms seem to be kept
clean and presentable, the urns are
being used for cigarette stubs and
the rooms are kept free of lunches
by the majority of the men. But
unfortunately the rooms seem to
be cluttered by discarded newspaThis situation could be
pers.
avoided by the presence of rubbish
barrels or containers. But this
would of course lower the tone of
the room.
During the week the representatives of the various classes met in
the common room to discuss the
best means of handling the situation. Perhaps, as they are the
representatives and spokesmen for
the students, we should listen to
the suggestion of these men. Gathered in council, the officers suggested that a piano, radio, or juke
box, now idle in the lunch room
should be transferred to the common room. In this way, they declare, much of the burden will be
alleviated.
They further suggested that the
lunchroom be opened during lunch
hours only, that railings be installed which would allow the customers to move along in orderly
fashion to get their lunches in
much the same way as is now done
in many cafeterias. This move of
course would eliminate crowding
around the counter at one time and
the closing of the lunchrooms
would give the fellows inside a
chance to clean up for the lunch
hour after the morning rush was
over. Thus when the lunchroom
was opened at twelve, a more neat
cafeteria would be ready for the
students coming to their noonday
meal.
Suggestions were made to the
effect that newspapers be kept on
racks in the same manner as in
the public libraries, that money
for a radio be raised by popular
subscription among the students if
necessary. Magazines, or a few
books, would allow the boys to
spend theii' leisure time more
profitably than the many newspapers and many discarded comicpages testify they have been spending it in the past. The senior
class secretary's report, suggested,
quoting Don Currivan's statements
on the matter reads as follows:
Don Currivan, senior class treasurer, suggested that the cafeteria
be opened only from 11:00 a. m.
to 1:30 p. m. This matter is as
much the problem of the students
as it is a matter for the administration to deal with. These are
the opinions of the officers of all
the classes, the men whom you
have elected as your spokesmen
and representatives. They are acting in the interests of the students
and the HEIGHTS would be glad
to publish the opinions of the men
of the college in this matter.
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TABLOID...By ERNIE SANTOSUOSSO

This is an obvious attempt to sketch a portrait of "the great profile" of Boston College. On the class register he's listed as Edward F.
Myers, 520 Lagrange St., West Roxbury. To the gentry in the loungerooms he's known by his nick-name "Moe" and to his esteemed literati
on the Stylus staff he's tagged "Christopher", a most austere nom de
plume. But the bespectacled senior will answer to "Ed". Anyway, Ed
Myers is one of the busiest students to cross the campus of Boston
College in the past several years. Versatile is his middle name, industry
his pattern of life.

In a way, this Myers fellow (no relaton to the Eagle mentor) can
do almost anything at anytime, and would be a perfect all around
man, only for the fact that he loathes "swing" music. Ed has made
frequent appearances in the pages of the Stylus, with his interesting
features and esthetic poetry. Appropriately enough, Myers took bows
for his excellent performance as Coriolanus in Shakespeare's tragedy
of the same name. He also lends a hand in the editing of the Sub Turri.
Bob Galligan, chief of the senior publication, confides that Chris has
penned a neat little morsel of poetry, dedicated to the graduating class.
In passing, it may be interesting to note that Myers has been named
a finalist in the Harrigan Oratorical contest for the past three years.
In his leisure hours, the B.C. senior used to apply his manual talents
to the vending of meats and other foodstuffs from the other side of the
counter in a market. That is. Ed used to sell groceries until he received a promotion into a field that employed his ability with great
success.

Certain officials of radio station WMEX were impressed by the
clear, carrying power of Myers' baritone voice, and immediately signed
him to a contract as a dramatist on the weekly horror programme.
The term "horror", as applied to these Thursday evening broadcasts,
was no understatement. The play, written and directed by Milton
Farkas, is usually aired at 11:00, the sand-man's hour. After the finish
of the half-hour show, the inventory proceedings are conducted and
one discovers at least four or five headless bodies, three zombies, and
a half-dozen ghosts. Ed would appear in the hero's role one week, and
on the following Thursday he would enact the part of the vampire.
During the first week of October, Ed received another promotion.
After each broadcast, you would almost always recognize the resonant
tone of Myers as he announced, "This is station WMEX in Boston."
We've heard him on various occasions transmitting his voice over the
air-waves as he plugged the sale of war bonds and stamps, and announcing the musical programme of the "Dance Digest." When it's the question of popular music, Myers will not settle for any orchestra other than
Guy Lombardo and His Royal Canadians. Ed has often declared his
love for operatic airs in preference to "swing" music. He works six
out of the seven days at the broadcasting station. He spends the regulation eight hour working schedule and managed to study between programme breaks. Ed has maintained a high scholastic average at Boston
College despite the time required by his various extra-curricular activities and after-school work.
Ed hopes to continue his radio career after the war. Those alert
members of the radio audience who have listened to his voice cruising
the ether waves will agree that his life's work is aptly cut out for him.
Myers will enter the army immediately after he receives his diploma.
The reason that we wrote this column on Myers was that he is one of
the many Boston College undergraduates who is paying his own expenses through school by means of after-school work. The Railway Express Co. numbers approximately one-hundred Maroon and Gold students on the payrolls. The Supreme Markets in Dorchester and South
Boston serve as week-end resorts for scores of Boston College undergrads. A look around the Boston Public Library reveals that several
Heightsmen are employed by the literary institution. Myers is one of
these students who has made the most of his spare time. By taking
part in extra-curricular activities, working evenings, and maintaining
a regularly creditable academic average. Just a busy fellow, this Ed
Myers.
*

*

*

*

*

*

Mr. John Conroy, major domo of the physical education programme
at University Heights, told us the other day that he expects to complete arrangements whereby the members of his physical culture group
would be given free instruction in swimming. Mr. Conroy stated that
there are a few students who are unable to swim and for this reason,
he is going to see to it that they receive the benefit of training under
expert instructors. The physical culture director is engaged in the
process of obtaining the City of Boston Pool in the Cabot St., Roxbury gym and the pool located at Curtis Hall in Jamaica Plain.
Tentative plans have been drawn up for a race to be held in January for the members of the Marine Corps Reserve who will depart for
training around that time. All the members of this branch will compete in a run around the Reservoir. The first three finishers will be
awarded medals to be donated by Mr. Conroy. Later in the year, inother similar contest will be staged for the other members enrolled
in the course.
Tablets: Jack Ryder's track team is due to surprise in the winter
meets . . . for the first time in decades, much of the success may depend upon the freshman runners. . . . Joe Nolan, former Stylus managing editor, was visiting the campus this week . . he's now a member
of the F.8.1. .
. Jan Kozlowski, former exchange editor of the
HEIGHTS and now an army lieutenant, sent us a letter from Los
Angeles .
. also outlined the offensive and defensive setup of the Alabama team . . . saw the Tide in action against Georgia
do your
Christmas shopping now . . see you next Friday.
.
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BUY WAR BONDS AND STAMPS
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FOUR CRUSADERS ON
ALL-OPPONENT TEAM
COCHRAN SELECTED HEIGHTS ALL-OPPONENT TEAMS
SECOND TEAM
le Jim Copley, Wake Forest (29)
It Warder Powell, West Virginia (31)
AND ZABILSKI CHOSEN
Tom Alberghini, Holy Cross (68) lg Sid Beshunsky, Temple (24)
Bill Starford, Wake Forest (43) c Joe Sabasteanski, Fordham (37)
Joe Zabilski, Pre-F'light (72)
rg Buck Jones, Wake Forest (25)
By Frank Farry
Steve Hudacek, Pre-Flight (50)
rt George Perpich, Georgetown(3B)
dominates the Ed Murphy, Holy Cross (85)
re Walter Clark, Clemson (22)
Cross
Holy
Heights' All-Opponent team this John Cochran, Wake Forest (102) qb Pete Lamana, B. U. (51)
hb Marion Butler, Clemson (46)
year by placing four men on the John Bezemes, Holy Cross (70)
hb Len Eshmont, Fordham (40)
first outfit in tribute to their de- John Grigas, Holy Cross (82)
cisive victory over Boston College. Steve Filipowicz, Fordham (64) fb Frank Dornfeld, Georgetown(36)
Ed Murphy, Tom Alberghini, JohnHONORABLE MENTION
ny Bezemes, and Johnny Grigas
were the quartet from Mt. St. Bill Krywicki, Pre-Flight (b), George Connors, Holy Cross (t), George
James selected by the staff. Ed Sutch, Temple (b), Jack Stacey, Clemson (e), Bill Erickson, Georgetown
(c), Jim Woodside, Temple (c), Pat Preston, Wake Forest (t), Joe
Murphy received an additional honor when he was chosen with Red Andrejco, Fordham (b), Bobby Sullivan, Holy Cross (b).
Cochran, the brilliant Wake Forest
Number in parenthesis indicates number of votes received on 10back, as co-captain of the team. 9-8-7 etc., basis.
North Carolina Pre-Flight and
Wake Forest placed two men on in the Flyers' touchdown. Warder have seen for quite a while. Other
the squad while Georgetown, Clem- Powell of West Virginia and backs selected on the first team
son and Fordham each had one on George Perpich of Georgetown also were Johnny Grigas and Johnny
the first agregation.
did exceedingly well and won Bezemes of Holy Cross and Steve
Fiiipowicz of Fordham. Close beberths
on the second club.
Peak
B.
C.
Against
Murphy at
hind this quartet in the final tabulations were Marion "Butch" ButEd Murphy of Holy Cross and
Zabilski Unanimous Choice
ler of Clemson, Pete Lamana of
Bob Duffey of Georgetown were
Tom Alberghini of the Cross and B. U., Frank Dornfeld of Georgenamed as the outstanding ends to
oppose the Eagles. Murphy was Joe Zabilski of the Pre-Flight were town, and Len Eshmont and Bill
all over the field making tackles, picked at the guard posts. Zabil- Krywicki of the Pre-Flight. Red
throwing blocks, catching aerials, ski, an ex-Eagle, did not ease up Cochran was selected as the best
and kicking seven conversions. a bit on his mates but played the running back, while Frank DornDuffey was the shining light in the style of terrific ball that he did a? feld was named the outstanding
Hoya line all afternoon. They are a member of the Sugar Bowl club. kicker.
Passing honors were
still rehashing his one-handed grab Sid Beshunsky of Temple and awarded to Steve Fiiipowicz and
of that flat pass directly in front of Buck Jones of Wake Forest ranked Marion Butler.
the Bee Cee bench. Other wing- behind the two previously named
in the balloting. Bill Starford of
men who performed highly at Fenway Park, were Jim Copley of Wake Forest nosed out Joe SabasWake Forest and Walter "Chip" teanski for the pivot post with Jim
Woodside of Temple right behind
Clark, the Clemson yearling.
him.
Surplus of Great Tackles
Cochran Individual Star
John "Bully" Cagle of Clemson
With few exceptions, dates have
The standout backfield man to
and Steve Hudacek of the PreFlighters are the tackles who made face the Myersmen this season was been set for the opponents of the
Boston College hockey team this
the greatest impression on the John "Red" Cochran of Wake ForHeights' Staff. Both were excep- est. Red did everything well. He winter. At present, there is a total
tional defensive players and Hudapassed, kicked, and was the speed- of seven games to be played at the
cek blocked the punt that resulted iest and the shiftiest runner we Boston Arena and two others away.
The current schedule exceeds in
interest that of last year's Eagles,
because this season the match-makers have arranged for Dartmouth,
Princeton and Yale to come to Boston. This announcement, in itself,
is enough to stir up a decent following for the team, that has led
the New England Hockey League
for three consecutive seasons.
FIRST TEAM
MURPHY, GRIGAS, BEZEMES
Bob Uuffey, Georgetown (36)
ALBERGHINI, FILIPOWICZ
John Cagle, Clemson (42)

Hockey Sextet
Has Stiff Nine
Game Schedule

"The Coke's in"

"That's the happy greeting heard today when a
new supply of Coke arrives at a cooler. Folks
wait for it... wait because the only thing like

Coca-Cola is Coca-Cola itself. Customers smile

and start moving up to pause and be refreshed.
"There's a cheerful spirit about this way of

accepting wartime restrictions. Morale is high."

BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY

BY

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY of BOSTON

Boudreau Won the Title
Last year, the Eagles' sole contender for the league crown wa
Colby; this club fought it out with
the Eagles in the sub-zero weather of Waterville, Maine and on the
Arena ice as well. All fans will
recall the three goals that Capt.
Wally Boudreau snapped into the
Colby nets in the final period tc
win the title. There will be no
such threat from Colby this year,
because the Mules are not operating, due to their distant location.
Coach Temple's squad has been
handicapped with a late start this
fall. The players will have to
hustle to be in top form by Monday evening when they formally
open their season against North
eastern?who, incidentally, were
not too potent in their 4-1 win over
M. I. T.
One week from today, the Eagles
will face-off against Princeton a f
the Arena; this will be the first
of the two games scheduled with
the Tigers this year. The players
are anxious to atone for the defeat
handed them by the Orange and
Black in '41; the will to win max
decide the outcome, although the
Eagles may be compelled to do
without Capt. Wally Boudreau and
Eddie Burns.
Hockey Schedule for '42-'43
December
14 Northeastern?Arena.
18 Princeton ?Arena.
January
12 Dartmouth?Arena.
13~Yale ?New Haven.
19 Northeastern?Arena.
25 Yale?Arena.
February
5 B. U.?Arena.
20 B. U.?Arena.
27 Princeton ?at N. J.
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THE
AERIE
By TOM MEAGHER
Although the gridiron giants are still grinding it out every afternoon on the field, another major sport is looming at Boston College.
The Boston College Hockey team is readying for its '42 debut against
Northeastern University next Monday night. The Huskies have the
advantage of having played one game already. Last Tuesday they
overcame the Tech Engineers by a 4-1 margin. Both the Eagles and
che Huskies have one thing in common, they are both under new
coaching regimes this year. Herb Gallagher left N. U. to go into the
service and B. C.'s Snooks Kelley is now in the Navy as a Lieutenant.
Northeastern, under Bill Linskey, is probably destined to a season that
will feature few, if any, defeats. The Eagles under the tutelage of
Coach John Temple are ready to roll in true B. C. fashion.
In the past six years, hockey at the Heights has risen to keep pace
with football. In '37 the Donald P. Sands Memorial trophy was established as an emblem of championship in the New England College
League. B. C. won it that year, in the following two it went to the
Terriers. Since then it has been in the possession of the Boston
College A. A. for three consecutive years. Last year also the Eagles
acquired the George Brown Trophy by winning the national amateur
tourney, dethroning the St. Nicks cf New York. So this year the
Eagles will be defending their national crown as well as their league
title. At the end of their last season's triumph the Eagles had compiled an astounding record of going through 27 consecutive league
games undefeated. It is very doubtful that the record shall halt
here. The team this year has even better possibilities.
The way things are shaping up, the team line-up has been pretty
well cast. Capt. Wally Boudreau, the team's high scorer last season with 18 goals and 10 assists has been shifted to right wing, a position he held in '41 on the memorable line of Boudreau, Babine and
Powers. On left wing will be Jim Edgewcrth and Puddo Murphy will
center this first line. It should turn out to be a particularly lethal
trio because both Edgeworth and Boudreau have wonderful scoring
shots. And Murphy is as good a center as there is in college hockey
today. These three will play a large part in Boston College's success
this winter. Last spring Boudreau was the unanimous selection for
center on the All New England teams and Puddo and Jim plus Phil
Carey made the second team.

Again The Maroon is fortunate in having a second forward wall
that will be more deadly than the average college's first line. Burns,
Cunniff and Dolan, the trio who augmented Coach Kelley's Varsity
as freshmen last year in the national tourney, will be close on the
heels of the Murphy line. As freshmen these three showed promise.
In the tourney this trio each scored a goal. They were the leaders
in scoring on the freshman team and will put up a fast pace to try
and outpoint the first line this year. The defense will feature Harry
Crovo and Alex Skene. This pair were last season's regulars, and
will be able to take the ice against the Huskies knowing what to
expect. They have faced Northeastern as a defense unit twice before
and are well aware that they must be on their toes.
Phil Carey, who stole the show last year when as a soph he
stepped into the starting lineup, will again guard the nets for the
Maroon. Last year he started his first Varsity game against Yale
and turned in a performance that was worthy of a veteran. He
stopped 56 out of 59 shots. In both of the Colby games last year he
easily outplayed Loring, the Colby goal-tender who was chosen All
New England.
The new rule this year which permits passing from the defending
zone into the center zone without an offside whistle will do a lot
towards speeding up the game. It means that anytime the defending
team gets the puck in home territory it can pass up to the enemy blue
line where a man can pick it up for a jump without an offside. However, a man waiting for a jump at the blue line will be called by the
officials. The rule will mean that the defense will bear the brunt of
the attack because it will be largely a case of one or two men coming
in on a fast jump. There will be less checking back on the part of
the forwards because of this rule.

Coach John Temple, who has taken over in Lt. Snooks Kelley's
absence, is concentrating his attack on crossing wings. This is a more
spectacular type of attack and is much better to watch from the spectator's point of view. Mr. Temple has had the team working out for
several weeks and has acquired a good idea of what will happen this
year. He thinks that the team will have at least as good a season
as they did last year and will be able to tell after the first game
whether they will surpass even his hopes. With a squad of thirty
candidates on hand, he has plenty of outstanding reserves from which
to draw new men. Through graduation and the armed forces Coach
Temple lost Ralph Powers, Charlie Sullivan, Hugh Sharkey, George
Malone and Lindy Blanchard. But the coach feels that while their loss
will be felt, there is enough new material at hand to build up a club
strong enough to stand off all comers.

The schedule this year will include some teams that haven't
appeared in Boston in recent years. There will be games with Dartmouth, Princeton and Yale, which will be played either at the Arena
or Garden. Then there will be the usual series of league games with
M. I. T., N. U., B. U. and a new addition to the schedule, Tufts College. There has been talk of a possible game with Harvard but nothing official has been forthcoming. Mr. Temple announced that the
B. C. Varsity would hold an infoimal game with Harvard Saturday
night, December 19th at the Brighton Skating Club, to give the
two teams a chance to get acquainted. Harvard is playing other
teams in the New England League, so it is possible that this informal meeting may lead to something better.
For the debut with Northeastern, Wally Boudreau and Eddie
Burns, both footballers, will be on hand but it is uncertain at the moment whether or not they will be able to appear against the Princeton
Tigers on the 18th. It may mean the game if they are unable to
appear because their loss would change the entire setup of the forward situation. It would disrupt the two first forward walls and the
team would be without a captain. In 1940 Boudreau played a big role
in B. C.'s defeat of the Tigers at Baker Rink, and then proceeded on
to the Sugar Bowl from there. Coach Temple has said nothing about
this situation but is waiting for an announcement from the Athletic
Association.
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Thespians Present

"Coriolanus" Tonite
In Public Showing
Tonight at 8:30 P. M. in New
England Mutual Hill, the Dramatic
Society presents its public performance of the Shakespearian
tragedy "Coriolanus," a saga of
Roman political life.
Ed Myers, as Coriolanus, and
Paul Good, in the role of Aufidius,
are well supported by a cast which
includes John McNaught, Bill Philbrick, Ed Jennings, Tim Cronin
and a host of other capable performers. Production operations, as
usual, will be under the direction
of Frank Sidlauskas and Steve
Stavro. Female parts are to be
played by Freshman members of
the Society
Due to the difficulties encountered in presenting this play because of its length and the diversity of scenery required, no theatrical group has attempted to
produce "Coriolanus" in Boston
during the past twenty-five years.
Father Bonn, director of the society, and Eliot Duvey, however,
have overcome these obstacles and
are proud to present a play which
does credit to their tireless efforts
and the cooperation and zeal of the
entire cast. We are confident that
the plaudits of the general public
.

Name Square
For Lt. Conlin
Class Of 1934
At an impressive ceremony held
last Sunday, The Lieutenant J. F.
Conlin Square was dedicated in
Lieutenant Conlin
Cambridge.
graduated from Boston College in
the class of 1934. Many high
ranking officials attended the dedication. Among them were Lieutenant Francis McDonald, former
professor of education at Boston
College, John J. Hayes, head of the
Alumni office at Boston College,
and Jeremiah F. Mahoney, President of the Boston College Alumni
Association.
Organize Shea Squadron
The Navy recently announced
the organization of the Commander
John J. Shea Squadron as a tribute to this national hero, who was
a member of the class of 1918 at
Boston College.
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CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

Larner's Line

(Continued from Page 1)
manager, he will improve his
writing abilities and his
power of expression. He will be
energetic, enthusiastic and perseverant. In athletics, he will develop his mind and body so that he
will be healthy and will be able to
make a decisive decision using
common sense. In language academies, he will become acquainted
with the culture and background
of the country whose language he
is studying. In the classes of Map
Interpretation, Radio, Navigation,
Meteorology, etc., he will have attained an advanced knowledge of
that field which he plans to enter
when the call to duty is issued.
In sodalities, he will receive personal sanctification and the help of
Almighty God to forge ahead and
to become a success. He will also
be endowed with faith, justice and
honor.
The experience obtained by accepting and adapting responsibilities in such organizations is a
strong index of a man's leadership
or

creative

audience will be equal to those
showered upon Father Bonn and
his group by the capacity student ability.
audience which viewed the play in
its initial showing last evening.
On Friday of next week the so- CHEMICAL SOCIETY
ciety will hold a banquet at the
(Continued from Page 1)
Willis Workshop to celebrate the
completion of their first production try Department and from the reand to initiate new active members. ports of representatives of this organization to the college. In order
to maintain their standing the college must conform to a standard
in equipment, faculty and curriculum.

SERENADE...

By ED COEN

BUY
When Dick Jurgens and his orchestra held forth at the Totem Pole
this summer, people were given an opportunity to hear one of the
country's leading vocalists. Harry Cool is his name, and he is one of
the chief reasons for the success of the band. He is over six feet tall
and fits his nickname, "Handsome Harry." Never too busy to sign an
autograph, he often stops to chat with the dancers. He has a magnetic
personality and frequently during the night he leaves the bandstand
to greet his friends and to find out what songs they would like to hear.

UNITED

By JOHN LARNER

Primarily The Heights is a newspaper and thus allegedly dispenses
news for the appetites of 1600 students, and 300 other fortunate souls
who are on the mailing lists . Before shoveling up some news this
week, though, there's a problem being hatched in the minds of the
various class officers .
. That's keeping the Lunchroom (that place
again) clean . . For, as some of you might be aware of the fact, it is
a slovenly place nine-tenths of the time that one is in there.
It is not news, then, to have it printed here that the place looks as
if it has been smacked by storm when the cleanliness of that Shangri La
is considered .
. But, it might be news to you, that if the place is
not kept clean by the students?who should act in that place as they
would in their own homes?the place, according to a resolution drawn
up in a recent meeting of class officers, will, of necessity, be open
only during lunch hours. No final word on that score has been received
from the authorities, but if the students themselves do not take heed
and keep the sore spot clean, there will probably be such things as
monitors down there to check up on what's going on, and what's going
off the tables in the manner of paper-bags, newspapers and all else.
Brethren, somebody means business about keeping Sully's place
clean. And the best course would be to keep it clean ourselves. So, how
about some cooperation ?
.
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.
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Well, for a few morsels of news items . . Marine reservists have
received notices about entering the service sometime in January
Leo Sullivan, Bill Power, John O'Donoghue, Jim Duane and a lot of
others have the notices from Washington
About getting degrees.
No official action has yet taken place
If there is any way that the
college can keep the students in school until their courses are fully
On the other hand, if the Marines
completed, such will be done
enter the service in January the diploma situation will be completed
some way or another .
. The central case there would be Charlie
Mackin and Red Malone who left school early last year and received
their degrees because they were called to service
However, if it
were a voluntary enlistment into a service, or as someone tried it last
year, if you went into a civilian defense job, you would not receive your
degree until all the final requirements were completed for getting it
The idea is, you must be called to service by the governmental
authorities.
.
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STATES

*****

WAR

Tuesday found a lot of the lads in at the Federal Building being"
bonded for Christmas work . . . My, playing post-office at this day and
age . . . Sunday the Emmanuel warblers put on a show with the B. C.
humming birds
. Someone tells us that the voices of the Eagles
sounded somewhat raucous . . Now, was that the real situation fellows,
or don't the Fenwayites appreciate your good singing ? . .
Soldiers
It is my good fortune to know Harry Cool, and this friendship is
stationed near Washington have petitioned a Jesuit priest to get them
something I won't forget. His sincerity and pleasantness make you
If anyone in the audience has a few books
suitable reading matter
remember him. Harry plays tennis as well as a professional, and can SUB TURRI BANQUET
or magazines at home that they aren't reading, will you kindly bring
pitch a Softball faster than anyone I harve ever seen. He was born in
them in to Frank Kimmel, Senior C, who will despatch them to the
(Continued from Page 1)
Minneapolis, Minnesota, and received his education there. Later he
priest
Soon enough most of us will know that camp life can be
sang with some small bands, and then took a position as vocalist at
pretty dreary if there isn't any activity brewing, or if there is no
in some downtown hotel, which
a local radio station. His popularity increased and soon he received
suitable reading matter about.
offers from Gene Krupa and Dick Jurgens. However, he was happy would be much easier on those who
where he was and so turned down both leaders. Then after thinking come from outside the city. After
it over he decided that this was his big chance, and when Jurgens told the first of the year a great numProbably that's
him his offer was still open Harry accepted the job. That was three ber of people will take their cars
"Coriolanus" was a difficult play to present .
from the road, thus making travel
years ago, and he has been singing with him ever since. Ballads are
why it has not been presented in Boston for at least 25 years . . Now,
his chief concern, but Harry handles some of the jive tunes in the to the Heights more difficult. The this is being written Tuesday, the paper goes to press Wednesday, the
Jurgens' book. He is the one who says, "Here's that band again" at banquet will feature guest speakers play was presented for the first time last night, and this comes out
the start of each program. His favorite song is, "Stardust." His favorite representing men from the armed on Friday . . What am I supposed to say here? The place, no doubt
dish is a nice juicy steak, and his hobby is making friends. On being services, men who are well known was mobbed with fellows like Tom Antico, Ed Divver, Frank Harvey,
asked how he liked playing out here he told me that he enjoyed the in the world of sports and business. Art Kennedy, Lou Alfano, Dick Schoenfeld, Dick Dart, Tom Lardner,
clean and refreshing air, and that it was the first time in a long while Tentative invitations have been ex- Kevin O'Leary, Dave Hern and a good representation from the rest of
the he could play tennis all afternoon. He likes New England summers tended to some speakers, though no the classes
The play was real good. Rehearsals last Tuesday proved
but would never spend a winter here. He wished that the band would replies have been received because that for us (one way to qualify the preceding sentence) and if anyone
stay longer so that he could get a chance to see the B. C. football team of the indefinite date for the banmissed last night, it will be presented again tonight?same time, same
and compare it with the teams from the West. A long theatre-ballroom quet.
place and higher prices
. Next school dance may be a pre-Bowl dance
One last word to the Seniors. If about
Year season foi the Sub Turri
No orchestra signed up
tour had been previously drawn up, though, and they had to move
New
beon to the coast. The band recently opened at the Aragon Ballroom, they wish to have this banquet,
for the Junior prom yet. Hope the lads don't end up with a juke box,
fore they graduate, and have the but last year's affair lost to the tune of 250 jingle jangle jingles, and
and their music is going over big.
Sub Turri completed, those of you I don't mean jellybeans.
Success never went to Harry's head. He speaks to all the small who have not yet returned their
fry, and is really sincere about it. The subject of his conversation is proofs to Purdy's are asked to do
always the person he is speaking to and neiver himself. He has an so immediately. The cooperation of
Paul Donahue of Soph headed for V-5 Chapel Hill pre-flight trainamazing talent for remembering names, and once he meets you he makes the entire class is necessary for the
. And Art Tibbets, another second year man, headed for army
it a point to stop and talk each time he sees you. All the success that successful completion of this Sub ing
Brother Bill Tibbets still going strong at
training soon
air
corps
comes to such a gentleman is really deserved.
Turri.
Show at Loew's this coming week
Loew's where he is treasurer
. Unshackled
is "Cairo" with Jeanette McDonald and Robert Young
from Nelson Eddy this time, Miss McDonald does some nice singing
offering up "The Waltz is Over" and "Beautiful Ohio" among others
. For the third straight week Abbott and Costello hold forth at the
Memorial. The lads, it can be said, have something to offer the audience
One half of the stage bill is o.k. at the Keith Boston with Bob
Crosby wielding the baton in front of the best jazz band in the nation
THE BOSTON COLLEGE DRAMATIC SOCIETY
.
. Reference for the last statement, for Tom Meagher's benefit, is
George Frazier formerly from the Herald and now with Life . . .
Presents
Methinks that Paramount will offer Bing Crosby and Bob Hope in a
road show that's good and funny . . Met offers Bette Davis in "Now
WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE'S
Voyager".
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8:30
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"CORIOIANUS"
(Public Performance)

*****

On other fronts, we offer such items as . . Wyndham school will
have another dance December 18. The last one according to the lads
that went was all right . . Some hear that Dr. Fitzgibbons will be
. Who is this man
a Lt. (s.g.) in the navy some time in the future
. Joe Dinneen and Mike Holowak
Nevins? And who is friend Darcy ?
with Fred Naumetz touring the oratorical circuit in Needham and
Concord . . . Can't keep track of the 'John Connollys' in the school
John from Mass. Ave. ready to give his girl a ring that will cut glass
and John from Dorchester heading for Randolph time and again for
Radley & Co. clique can't
purposes which are none of my business
make up their mind about Sandy Burr or Kelsey's for tonight, but
ready for anything come what may any place that will finally tickle
the fancy.
.

.

Directed by FR. JOHN L. BONN, S.J. and ELIOT DUREY
Starring PAUL GOOD and EDWARD MYERS
Sets by F. W. SIDLAUSKAS and STEVE STAVRO
Popular Prices

Orchestra $1.10, Balcony 55 Cents

Tickets at the Door or St. Mary's Hall, Boston College
NEW ENGLAND MUTUAL HALL
225 Clarendon Street
Com. 7262
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